
As old as the earth itself, Granite is a beautiful 
natural stone that is rich with historical signifi-
cance. It dates back to the great structures of 
ancient Egypt and Greece and the roads built 
by the Romans, more than 4,500 years ago.
Throughout time it has been the material of choice
for artists and architects to create splendid 
monuments, sculptures, and buildings, including
the Roman Pantheon.

Granite is among the world’s most beautiful, 
prestigious, and durable stones. It is an igneous
stone that forms at great depths and pressure
under the Earth’s surface, chiefly of feldspar,
quartz, mica, and hornblende. The color depends
on the proportions and varieties of the minerals in
the crystalline stone.

Durability – Since Granite is the hardest of 
dimensional stones, it is very functional and 
practical. Due to its mineral composition, it 
cannot be affected by acids such as in juices or 
rain and is very difficult to scratch or stain.

Maintenance – This top requires only regular 
wiping with water or occasionally with mild soapy
water. Do not use vinegar, cleaners that contain
acid, abrasive cleaners, or furniture polish. We
suggest the following routine care: 

• Blot up spills immediately
• Dust with an untreated cloth
• Use coasters
• Keep planters off the surface
• Keep covered when outdoors and not in use

There are a variety of products available to clean,
protect, enhance, and seal through your local 
marble supplier or in any hardware or building
supply store. Use impregnating sealers. For the
best long-term maintenance, store the top in a dry
location during the off season.

Beauty – Granite is the perfect choice from
Mother Nature to enhance its surroundings with
antiquity, style, and elegance. 
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